Le Mars Community Schools Fan Update
Le Mars vs Spencer 9-11-2020
In order to limit Covid exposure among fans and Le Mars students, Le Mars Community Schools
will be limiting spectators for this Friday’s varsity football game vs. Spencer. Each school’s
players, coaches, and cheerleaders will submit 4 names with a max of 4 names per family.
Names will be placed on a pass list. The list allows you into the game with an activity pass or
$5. Spencer fans will need to enter the northwest gate (nearest the scoreboard). Le Mars fans
will need to enter the northeast gate. Masks are required for all spectators at all times.
The purpose of required masks and limited spectators is to decrease the amount of infection
and exposure that is affecting our students and community. Keeping our students in school and
participating in activities is our goal. Please help us meet this goal. We ask that people please
not congregate outside the fencing as well. Thank you for your cooperation.
The game will be live streamed at the following link: https://youtu.be/Mdxy3QCST8Y
Freshmen Game: Pass list fans attending the freshman game that are not on the pass list for
the varsity game are required to leave once the freshman game is complete.
The band will be performing at halftime. Those parents not on the football pass list will be able
to attend the halftime show. Each band member will be allotted 2 wrist bands in order for family
to enter the halftime show. These people will be required to leave after the halftime
performance.
These previously released spectator guidelines will still be in effect for those on the pass list.
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During all home football games, cloth face masks are required to be worn at all times. Masks
must cover the nose and mouth with no holes.
Admission for spectators
o $5 for all attending (K-12 age and adults)
Exact change is highly recommended and spectators will follow social distancing
when waiting in line.
Middle school students must enter with an adult. The adult is accountable for that student if
issues arise.
Elementary students must enter and remain with an adult at all times.
Student section must remain in the stands. It cannot extend to the front railing.

